Open Day
19 October 2019

Find out more about more than 90 programmes in Leiden and The Hague. Attend a presentation on your chosen programme, discuss your choice with advisers at the information market and get a feel for the atmosphere in the city. All the Open Day activities are within walking distance of one another in the centre of Leiden, so it’s easy to get where you need to be. Although it’s not possible to take a look at all the faculties, the presentations will give you a good idea of what you are going to study, whether it is in Leiden or The Hague!

Information market
9:00 - 17:00 hrs. Pieterskerk

Students, lecturers and study advisers will be manning the stands for the different programmes in Leiden and The Hague, so ask away and gather all the information you need to choose the right programme for you.

Programme presentations
9:00 - 17:15 hrs. Spread over nine locations

Want to know more about a particular programme? The programme presentations will give you all the answers to such questions as what subjects there are, what professors are 1 previous students say and whether the programme matches your subject cluster. You can find a summary of all the subjects on the back of this brochure.

City Tour with students

Take a Dutch-speaking tour of Leiden with students from Leiden University, and together we’ll take a look at student rooms and student associations, to give you a real taste of student life.

Career Café: Unlock your future
11:00 - 12:50 hrs. Lipsius Building, 5th floor

Want to know the kind of career a programme like History, History, philosophy or international studies could lead to? Find out at the Career Café!

Leiden Law Future
11:00 - 15:00 hrs. Restaurant Kamerlingh Onnes Building

Visit the Leiden Law School information market. The study advisers, students and lecturers can answer all your questions. You can also meet the study associations at the faculty.

Lunch: Try out some tasty places in Leiden
12:30 - 13:45 hrs. See the map for lunch locations

Healthy and tasty options are waiting for you. For example, there are a number of restaurants and cafes where you can enjoy a healthy and tasty lunch for no more than €10. Or you can pick from the list of nearby restaurants, which you can find on the map in the brochure.

Any questions?
Study Lines can help. Please come by at 11.45 hrs in the Student Centre to ask your questions. Staff members will be present to provide you with the information you need.

Welcome to the Open Day
Saturday, 19 October 2019

Welcome to the world at Leiden University!

Discover the Hague
Saturday, 19 October 2019

Discover the Hague and its main attractions. The Hague! Take a look at the University buildings, visit Binnenhof or go for a walk along the beaches of Scheveningen.

Location: P.J. Veth Building
Time: 10:00 - 15:30 hrs

Fancy doing an elective in art and music? At the Academy of Arts and Performing Arts you can combine your studies at Leiden University with courses at the Royal Academy of the Arts. Students from Practicum Antwerpen and Practicum Muziek can tell you all about it. In an exhibition and short concert you’ll get an impression of what to expect.

Electives in art and music
Location: P.J. Veth Building
Time: 10:00 - 15:30 hrs

Want to know the kind of career a programme like Medicine or Business Administration could lead to? Find out at the Career Café!

Career Café: Unlock your future
11:00 - 16:30 hrs. Lipsius Building, hall 63, 64 and 65 hrs

Our career advisers and alumni can answer all your questions. They’ll tell you all about your future studies could lead to? Find out at the Career Café!
Parking in Leiden
Parking space in Leiden is limited, so we advise you to come by public transport. Student and staff card holders can park in Leiden Central Station and other key places in the city. We will advise you where to park your vehicle directly and answer all your questions.

Tour de TukTuk
8.30 - 16.30 hrs. Throughout the city. Join us and our city guide will take you in your own TukTuk through Leiden, or give you a short tour of the highlights of Leiden.

Lunch in Leiden
A – Anne & Max
B – Appetizz
C – Barmera
D – Bloomers & Bunnies
E – Chocolate Company
F – De la Soul
G – Einstein
H – Hortus Grand Café
I – Grand Café Papendrecht
J – In den Bierberg
K – Italian Sur Indian City Hall
L – Kamerlingh Onnes Building
M – Lipics Building
N – Mieser-Groenhuis
O – Pieterskerkcafé
P – Restaurant Burgerzakken
Q – Restaurant Scarlati
R – Sabor
S – Restaurant Scarlatti
T – Tabù

Locations in Leiden
Academy Building
Hortus Botanicus
Kamerlingh Onnes Building
Lipics Building
Lokhorstkerk
Pieterskerk
P. J. Verb Building
Stadhuisbroek
Old Observatory
Trianon

Overview of presentations (English, guided presentations are marked with *).